Spaceflight is revolutionizing the business of space transportation through its comprehensive suite of rideshare launch and mission management services.

Our flexible launch and integration services include flight and ground support hardware, licensing and logistics management, and mission expertise to support our customers’ specific mission needs.

We’ll get your spacecraft to space -- exactly when you want, exactly where you want. We’ll even move you to another launch if there is a delay. This way, you focus on your spacecraft; we’ll handle the rest.

The Spaceflight Difference

Flexible Launch Services
We work with nearly every launch vehicle provider on the planet. Our products and services are designed to minimize launch delay impacts and enable satellites to easily move from one launch to another.

It’s easy to hitch a ride on a launch to popular destinations such as sun-synchronous and geosynchronous transfer orbits, or share a port on a pre-arranged rideshare mission for last-mile delivery. No matter what option you choose, our launches are predictable, frequent, and reliable.

Integration Experience
Engineering a flexible launch involves a complicated dance of hardware, electronics, paperwork, test, and approvals. Spaceflight is uniquely experienced in all areas of integration, flight hardware, and software systems across all existing and in-development launch vehicles.

Additionally, our cadence of launches means the team is highly familiar and up-to-date with all integration operations and requirements. We leverage our launch site experience to continuously improve our hardware designs to offer you the exceptional service to meet your mission’s needs.

Mission Management Expertise
Spaceflight guides you through the launch campaign, step by step. We are the only one-stop launch provider that has you covered from systems integration and flight hardware through to spacecraft shipping logistics, regulatory guidance, insurance, spacecraft deployment, and more. Whether you prefer a specific vehicle or launch location -- or would like to keep your options open, we’ll help you prepare for any situation.

Transparent Pricing
We’re upfront about what it takes to launch your spacecraft, publishing pricing tables and launch schedules. Customers can browse and reserve a launch online, as well as manage all aspects of their mission including re-manifesting to a different vehicle. Plus, there are no hidden fees -- we include all flight hardware support equipment to successfully integrate, launch, and deploy your spacecraft on orbit.

Proven Record
Spaceflight has launched hundreds of satellites via 30+ rocket launches, establishing itself as the leading rideshare service provider. In 2019, the company successfully completed nine missions across four different launch vehicles.

Noteworthy missions include Spaceflight’s GTO-1, which deployed the first commercial lunar lander aboard a Falcon 9 and its historic dedicated rideshare mission SSO-A, which successfully launched 64 unique smallsats, making it the single largest deployment of satellites from a U.S.-based launch vehicle.

Spaceflight works with both commercial and government organizations, growing constellations, technology demonstrations, university spacecraft, and more. Based in Seattle, Spaceflight is a part of the Mitsui & Co., Ltd. portfolio, operating as an independent, U.S.-based company.
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